Double Loaded Parking Supporting Multiple Buildings
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Single Story Building w/ Double Loaded Parking @ Side
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Single Story Building w/ Single Loaded Side & Alley Access Parking
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2 Story Building w/ Double Loaded Side Parking, Trash Enclosure and Alley Access
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2 Story Building w/ Double Loaded Side & Alley Parking, Trash Enclosure and Alley Access

6,000 sf total:
2 story @ 3,000 each floor

20 Spaces @ 300 = 6,000 sf
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2 Story Building w/ Covered Entry Plaza & Single Loaded Parking Around
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Single Loaded Parking Lot
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2 Story Building w/ Covered Entry Plaza and Single Loaded Side & Alley Access Parking
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6,600 sf total
2,565 sf first floor
4,035 sf first floor

22 Spaces @ 300 = 6,600 sf
2 Story Building w/ Double Loaded Side Parking, Trash Enclosure & Alley Access
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4,500 sf total: 2 story @ 2,250 sf each
2 Story Building w/ Double Loaded Side & Alley Parking, Trash Enclosure & Alley Access

4,800 sf total:
2 story @ 2,400 sf each

16 Spaces @ 300 = 4,800 sf
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2 Story Building w/ Single Loaded Side & Alley Access Parking
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Single Story Building w/ Double Loading Side Parking

2,700 sf.

9 Spaces
@ 300 = 2,700 sf
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5,400 sf. total
1,945 sf. first floor
3,455 sf. second floor

2 Story Building w/ Covered Entry Plaza & Single Loaded Side & Alley parking
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Single Loaded Parking Lot
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Single Story Building w/ Single Loaded Side Parking & Alley Access
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